Connecticut Regional Service Committee Minutes
March 21, 2020
The CTRSC met via the Regional Zoom account
The Chairperson opened the meeting at 1 p.m. with a moment of silence and the Serenity Prayer.
The 12 Traditions and the 12 Concepts were read.
Visitors: Matt M, Bill B, Al, Chick
Q&A: None
Roll Call: 6 of 9 Areas represented (eventually)

GDANA, NHANA, MSUANA, SFCANA, TVANA,

Recognition of New Areas – N/A
Secretary’s Minutes - Submitted and read by Andrew S. in lieu of a Secretary (OTF)
Motion: To accept
Maker: (not sure as it is hard to tell on zoom) No discussion.
Passed: 4/0/0 Quorum not met at this time
Amendment(s): None

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Subcommittee reports not read, but distributed the day prior for questions from RCM’s. There were no questions for the
subcommittee chairs.
Treasurer – Gail
Note Sent fund flow checks that were previously returned and they have cleared the bank. Recommend we do not send
fund flow this month due to meetings being canceled and fund flow will be minimal. Holding on to some or all should
keep region from falling into a financial emergency situation. Paid for zoom account $159.53 posted to Chair budget. H&I
budget looks to be over due to rent line item. Rent was paid up front for 1 year and the committee moved; YMCA is
sending a check for reimbursement. Noted that H&I t-shirt budget has already been used up and the new budgets do not
start until voted on at April RSC.

Beginning Balance
Donations Received
Miscellaneous Donations/Funds Returned
Expenditures
Donations to WSO
Ending Balance
Schedule Opening Balance
Schedule Sales
Schedule Expenditures
Schedule Closing Balance
Checkbook Balance

$ 4,971.36
$ 3819.11
$.
$ 1,279.84
$
$ 7,510.63
$ 2,383.56
$ 730
$ 1,799.44
$ 1,865.87
$ 9,376.50

Motion: To accept
Discussion: Alex W. asked about return check fee, confirming that it had been taken care of and replaced; both Alt.
Treasurer and GNHA RCM confirmed that it had.
Passed: 6-0-0

OLD BUSINESS

Motion #8 make fellowship development work group a standing subcommittee of region.
Was put on hold so the subcommittee could give a statement of purpose.
Purpose: support and work in conjunction with CTRSC and its subcommittees to increase communication and
functionality within the CTR service structure by connecting members with strong service skills and experience in various
service functions to local NA communities within the RSC. Projects may be initiated by the RCMs at the CTRSC or by the
FDSC itself and implemented with the approval of the RCMs at the CTRSC. Read the requirements for the position. 5year clean time, 1-year commitment. Stand alone committee accountable to CTRSC. See attached report for full purpose
and responsibilities.
Gail: Are we voting on this?
Chair: This needs to go back to the areas
Bryan D: Would like to talk about the crisis and how to move forward opposed to operating business as usual. How to
we connect members in CT region to meetings? How can we make zoom available to areas, subcommittees, set up fund
flow account? How can we keep people connected?
Chair: We need to get the purpose of the FDSC into the record.
Mark L: Please make sure the updated budget for FDSC goes with the purpose so it can be voted on together.
Chair: this just needed to be put into the record. We are not voting on this today

At this point many members wanted to shy away from regional business and talk more about what to do as a fellowship
moving forward. Normal order of business suspended for discussion.
DISCUSSION RECAP
Troy: Admin body purchased a zoom account for the regional body to use and Areas will have access to use the account
for their ASC.
Bryan D: understood that this meeting was going to talk about the zoom account and how to make this available to areas
and the use specifically of this zoom account. Wants to know why we are talking about regional business.
Chair: change the order of business and let's talk about this account and area concerns. Went over the times and days that
areas meet.
Garret: The web servant report talks a lot about this as technology is the answer to a lot of these problems. Garret read
the report: There is a post on the CTNA website that lists all the closed meetings. Created a utility that can unpublish
meetings that are not meeting so they do not show up when addicts search or call in. There are now a lot more closures
than previously anticipated. Many groups have now turned to zoom and they are working on a solution to publishing
this information and displaying the links on the website. Social media is the most used form of communication and a lot
of meeting closures are being announced on these sites, more so than the website. Facebook participation is nothing like
anyone has seen before. Would like to put in a motion to remove the social media policy. Over the last week he has
participated in these groups with helping people. Asked for 6 month lift on social media policy so that they may
participate in these groups without fear of retribution. Second, would like to make a RSC sanctioned NA page that is
read only and is managed by an RSC member. This would be for information posting only. Concerned that people are
still conducted in person meetings. This can be considered non-essential despite the non-essential orders. There is not
really a policy on what constitutes a new meeting and many groups are starting new meetings. A group can meet once
and get put up on the website. What would you like to do about constituting what is a meeting? What should go up on
the data base. Billy and Garrett thank everyone for all their help.

Gail: We can conduct business and use this zoom account to discuss Zoom with RSC members at a separate meeting.
Non-essential is for business not for individuals. Region usually verifies that a meeting is a true meeting before it is
posted in the schedule. The bulk of this meeting should be our Ct Regional business so we need to move forward.
Another meeting should be help with RCMs and Web servants. You can fund flow directly to world.
Chick: We are becoming terminally unique, everyone needs to do their part. We are flying by the seat of our pants, we
need to think outside the box. We are coming to a screeching halt.
Andrew: An addict who was exposed to the virus attended. Anyone at that meeting has been contacted by the federal
government and medical teams, their anonymity is blown.
Al: Zoom should be used for regional meetings and the ASC’s. We are not going to stop people from holding their own
meetings on zoom. It is not important if it is sanctioned or not, let’s get the message out there, regardless. If it is saving
lives, let it happen. We need to focus on having a Facebook account where there is a moderator, where there is no
discussion just information being posted. How can we get this information to one place?
Troy: Agree with web servant recommendation. Missing the big picture in conversation. We are in the middle of a
worldwide pandemic, it is not safe to meet on any level face to face on an ongoing basis. This conversation would be best
served with directing the conversation on how do we get zoom up and running and get the message of the meetings out
there.
Bryan: These recovery meetings online are groups that have meetings that people know about through these social media
pages and our website. People are attending these meetings from all over. These are recovery meetings and are not
talking about motions that relate to areas or regions. They are not talking about business that is in our service structure.
To better carry the message to the addict how do we bring people from the CT region together to have a conversation and
to have a say as to whether or not they want to have a Facebook page? Can we put a survey on the webpage? Can we
use this link and have one large service meeting? The technology is there and we can really use it to continue to carry the
message. There is a way of bringing paypal account into this where areas and members can make contributions to the CT
region.
Mark T: RCMs should be taking back to their area, each area should have a zoom account. This could work we can
conduct business at region and areas can conduct.
Chair: does anyone have a disagreement to setting up CT Region Facebook page to keep the area unified – with one
moderator. No disagreement – move forward. Web servants to set up. RCMs will get a link to Facebook page in email to
share with GSR’s.
Alex: This is bigger than NA, just because we can meet doesn’t mean we should meet. You are putting everyone at risk.
Very selfish act. We can’t dictate to the groups but we can certainly make a recommendation. You put people at risk
when you meet. I am totally against Facebook but right now I think this is a fantastic idea.
Allyse: This is actively happening and already working. We are in a global pandemic we may have to bend traditions a
little. Groups are meeting via zoom. We can’t dictate to groups but if we are going to be using the NA name directly
against the mayor's direction there is a problem.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ASC Meetings via zoom using the regional zoom account – general yes
Whether or not to list zoom meeting on the website including new groups – general yes
Facebook page- yes
Region hosting a recovery meeting- yes
Fund flow? Hold back funds and revisit in a month

RD Report: Troy’s report was sent out. Need to vote as RSC for CAR tally. As a regional body we voted for “revise
IP#6” and “Revise IP#7” for the revisions to existing recovery literature. We picked “getting youth and newcomers
involved and “building our unity while respecting our differences: to rise to the top for issue discussion topics.

H&I T-shirts brought up. Invoice was sent from Vendor. H&I still has outstanding balance with the vendor
Mark T- Last H&I chair says the balance is all set and we don’t owe it. We will talk more in a month. The chair had
ordered shirts on their own and not from the subcommittee and said he will clear it up.

BOD Report: 12 voting members. January minutes read and accepted. GWA Kayla H voted in. All 2020
convention expenses have been paid. working on an accounting report due in April. 2019 site selection committee tasked
with amending an unsigned 2020 contract in relation to COVID concerns.
WSR representation - WSR has 2 co-chairs and has been represented at RSC meetings however policy states the Chair has
to be in attendance.
Michael C: This is his third year, he is technically not the chair – he is sticking around and mentoring people on the chair
role. The subcommittee has a lack of support and handles the entire state. Someone is attending each month. The
committee is accountable to the region. If you look back a new chair was never voted in at the region, despite the
subcomittees recommendation. Michael noted the region has never acted on the WSR minutes
Adam: the RSC never put WSR Chair on election list, it’s great that the subcommittee still sends somebody.
Elections: BOD at large: Troy voted in.
Minutes compiled by Allyse M. in lieu of Secretary
Next RSC will be 5/15/2020

Area
CCA

GDA

OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events

GHA

Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns

GNHA

Fund Flow
OTF
Events

GWA

Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events

MSUA

SFCA

Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events

TVA

USA

Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events
Concerns
Fund Flow
OTF
Events

Concerns
Fund Flow
Total Fund Flow

Status

AREA REPORTS:

RCM

Absent – no report
$0.
Secretary, Treasurer, Vice Chair, H&I Chair
All but 1 meeting shut down. If meetings stay open and limit
to 10 people who decides who gets to stay and who has to
leave?

Michael A.

$ 0.

Absent – no report
$
Vice Chair, Activities Chair, Alt Secretary, H&I Chair

Brian M.

Meets are closing, facilites are closing, some meetings remain
open, what is the right thing to do?
$

Absent – no report

$ 0.
RCM, Alt RCM

Billy L Chair

Annual retreat is postponed
None
$ 99.26
Activities Chair

Andrew

Has December and January fund flow checks will mail to PO
box
$
Sara

All filled

Most meetings are closing. Some are still meeting in Walnut
Hill Park
$ 0.
Alt Treasurer, RCM (Alt.)

Allyse

Our treasuerer has the fund flow check, I will give him the PO
box to mail it to.
$.
$

CTRSC
Virtual Chair Report
March 2020
After receiving both the February and March WSR subcommittee minutes, I reached out
via email to the WSR co-chairs regarding representation at RSC. They had made a motion at
their subcommittee meeting that followed the February RSC to allow any member of WSR to
represent the WSR at the Regional table. RSC policy states that subcommittee chairpersons, as
part of their elected duties, are to attend the monthly Regional meeting. Writing Steps currently
has no chair, but two acting co-chairs. This will be added to the Agenda today for discussion as a
body, as the proposal may or may not affect RSC/WSR policies. I was also able to sit in on their
Subcommittee meeting by Zoom on 3/16 and had a brief informal discussion about the above
matter.
The administrative committee has been in contact via email, text, and Zoom meeting to
maintain consistent communication throughout the month. I also cast my vote of conscience
towards purchasing a Regional Zoom account.
There is an adjustment to the minutes from February. Motion #8 was inadvertently
noted as “passed”, but it was not passed, but tabled back to the Fellowship Development
Workgroup to create a statement of purpose, which they have done.

I will do my best to stop by the P.O. Box in the next week or so.
Thank you all for trusting me to serve you in this capacity.

Gratefully,
Andrew S.
(203) 520-2721
chair@ctna.org

“Service is not a position in a committee; it is a posture in the heart.” - Living Clean, NA
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RSC TREZ\SI IRER REPORT
N.{ARCH 2t.2024

Attached please find the monthly Treasurer Report for Irebruary 2020.

fhe RSC opening balance was $4971.36. Donations received

w"ere

$3819.1i. Expenditures

$1279.84. The RSC balance is $7510.63 which is $2539.27 over Prudent Reserve.
'fhe Schedule opening balance was $2383.56. Sales u,ere $730.00. Expenditures were $1799.44
leaving a schedule balance of $l 865.87.

r,vere

The checkbook balance is $9376.50"

.\

l-ew items of,note
1.

-

It is my recommendation as Alternate Treasurer that we do not send the $2539.27 to
World this month. T'he RCM's need to vote on this. My thinking is that since meetings
have been cancelled everywhere. the group fund flows to Areas r,vill he minimal n'hich
means the Area fund flows to Region w'ill be quite a bit less than normal. Holding ont<r
some or all of this month's fund f'low should keep our Region fiom falling into a financial

emergency situation in the upcoming months.

i posted the Zoom payment of $159.53 to the Chair budget line item. This puts that line
item over budget by $1 18.21. Hor+'ever. on the w'hole, the Administration expenditures
are under budget. I am open to suggestions if anyone wants me to move this expense.
J.

a

RD/RDA budget line items for CAR reports and Copies and Supplies are over budget.
However, on the whole. the RDIRDA expenditures are under budget.

4.

H&I

the rent line item is u'ay over budget on this report. This occured because the
meeting place moved and the rent was paid up front to YMCA tbr 6 months. Marcy fiom
YMCA is sending a check in the amount of $250.00 to reimburse us lor the unused
months. Also. the Schedule line item is over budget but the expenditures overall are
under budget.

-

Last. but not least. anyone needing reimbursement for expenditures can scan and email me the

fbrmwithreceiptsof

I,,.,-11 ,r,,,.,.,..._..:,..,:,,,,',-.

Iwillwriteacheck.mail ittoourChairfortheseconcl
fill in the mailing address on the

signature and ask him to mail it off to you. Please be sure to
Disbursement Form (attached).

In Loving Service,
Ciail S
CT RSC Alternate Treasurer

Disbursement Request Form

Payee Name

Request Date

Address

Request Arnount

Committee

Reason for Disbursement
Please Specifv B,v Budget Line ltem

One Line tbr Each Line Item
Please Anach Receipts to This Form

LINE IIE-M

AMOUNT'

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

For Treasurer's Use
Apprgya.b:

Disbursanent Method:

Treasurer

Check No.

Cash

Other

a

Connecticut Regiona! Service Commiftee
Treasurer's Report Summary
February 15,2420 - March 20,2020
OPENIhIG BALANCE:

DON,ITIONS RECEIVED:
MISC. DONATIONSI FUNDS RETTJRNED;

$
$

4,971.36
3,81 9.1

1

$

EXPENDITURES TOTAL:
DONATION TO WSO:
CLOSING BALANCE:

$

1,279.84

$

$0.00
7,510.63

PRUDENT RESERVE:
*SPECIAL RESERVE:

$

4,971.36

TOTAL RESERVES

$
$

4,971.36
2,539.27

PRUDENT RESERVE SURPIUS/DEFICIT:
EXPEI{D[TURH$
PAID TOGRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH-H&I RENT
TRINIry EPISCOPAL CHURCH-PR RENT
GARRETT W-DOMAIN REGISTRATION
GAIL S-ALT TREASURER COPIES

CHEGK #
567

$

$

EXECUTIVE OFFICE SERV-RD REPORT & CAR MAT'L

572

$
$
$

Zoom

ACH

$

Twilic

AUfi

Halloo

ACH

571

fransfer to Schedules

AMOI.'NT
250.00
78.68
2.85

$

159.53
10.02

$

560.00

iJRNID

68.81

$
$

{VIISC, DON"qTIONSJ FI-If{DS RET

120.00

29.95
1,279.84

YEAR TO DATE

Funds Refd From Advance
Transfer From Schedules
Fund Flow from CRCC, lnc
Fund Flow from individual groups

$
$
$
$

Fund Flow from Areas for Round Table
Regional lunds returned H&l T Shirts

$

$

46.83
904.61
3,425.91

275.67
1,080.00

ARHA tjOl,iAT!0t{5

GREATER DANBURY
SOUTHERN FAIRFIELD COUNry
GREATER HARTFORD
MIDSTATE UNIry
GREATER NEW HAVEN

$

$
$

$

1

,1 35.49

244.65

UNITED SHORELINE

$

300.40
1,758.41

GREATER WATERBURY
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT
TUNXIS VALLEY

$

380.16

$

3,819.11

3,409.79
3,166.66
1,226.74
3,575.00

4,585.48

,>

$

3,846.56

$

Total Area Donations:

n0NATI*N$ T*

$
$
$
$
$

x,^J$S

$
YSAR

19.810.23

Tfi

DATE

$9,559.81
MONT}.,I ENI} $UMMAftY

RSC Closina Balance:
$chedule CIos;ng balance:
Check book balance

$
$
$

7,510.63
1.865.87

9,376.50

CTRSC Treasurer's Report Budget and Expenditures

a

February'15,2020 - March 20,2020
18.19 BUDGET
,Itnlr'JIST R,AT,',if

g

*0trlill|ITEH

3.raii

THIS frfSNTH

$

162:8

$

1s9.s3

RSC Chair

$

50.00

RSC Vice-Chair

$

50.00

RSC Secretary

YEAR TO DATE

Sfi

200.0c

!
$

RSC Treasurer
PO Box Rental Due

July

$
$

Reqional lnsurance Policv

150.00

$

2.85

$

Storaoe Unit

$

109.93
10s.39
154.0C

240.00

s

1.186.00

$
$

825.00

$

$

3,118.44

r-ltijfr. -:itait Ar:liifli l,i i-{!}itit il:,

$

125.00

i

t$.d

r

582.86

ltq nn

$

:-1,:C7.t0

$

2.251.66

c

160"59

,ri :',llti t",li1-l
.t0i.,l

CT Reqion Workshops
Gopies and Supplies

$

$

$

r,{/rii 5E&vA{'JT

1.000.00

Website HostinqlMainlenance

$

600.00

Reporl Copies

$

50.00

Domain Name Reqistration (GoDaddv)

$

l:t'

$
$

300.00
3.95o.rio

Website Development
!"1*Sp;TAL$ & tT.JSTiTUT'*HS
!:ir:r:i

$

Copies

$
$

Literalure

r:r,it:; lJ:;li",r'r; L]ii::G ll,:"r llii'll

l!l:

i.i.,

300.00

s

$

68.81
78.68

, ta, :

,:,

$
$

78.68

s

53q.0{

It

250.0il

$

1s0.00

$

300.00

$

Workshop Atlendance

$

l,ooo.oo

$

$
$

1,200.00
(1,200.001

$
$

280.00

50.0t

*
$
$

100.00

$

DI..iLE CO,SRDI I.iAT,3R

Supplies
Postage

Workshops
106.00
s

4.7ic.80

5

250.00

Rent

4.47
6.38

240_AO

106.00
I

$

120_00

$

240 00
745.30

$

Literature

$

300.00

$

Phoneline
Schedules

$
$

Secretary Expenses

$

100.00

$

Convention Expenses

$

300.00

$

500.00
.141.0t1

$
5

120.00

$

Workshop Attendance

$

Media Proieots

$

$
$

600.00
1,680.00

$
$

39.97
280.00

$
$

1

Stationery/Printing

&

275.00

$

$

500.00

$
$

Literature

$

90.o0

Learning Day

$

50.00

$

PO Bax Oue Ma\t
POLiCY

$

106.00

$

$

42s.39
1,260.00
4.04

$

Mailinq Costs

s

ibJl'J

$

750.00

Copies of Policv Updates

1,130.00
(1,080.00)
r 16.85

r139.97

'.!)

Rent

2,8oo.oo

5

Projects

sl5ft

550.00

$

P.O. Box Due October
Posiers

3.400.0G

$

$

$

2,200.00

F-Et,A'l'l*tus

103.i3

24.65

$

Merchandise Per Budoel

385.81

:!

$

i

j

$

Schedules

-tc

1.041.00

$

:ir,: l:: 1.:ir:ir',r;e r;IiliCti:r:l.i(":.'i,i(li{:iili:,;l:i

i:ik:1,:;;r:

2.U

i

J.E3:i.44

ill..t;:, l'ri; ri:,:, ;-,.1t:i

168.21

$
$
:a

$

IO & HD.ALT.

2.4$i.?3

154.00

Reuional l-earnino Dav ($350 FROM H&l 081'17119)

Ad Hoc Committee ($625 SPW 08/17119')

$
$

$

$
$

:J1l b:-

271.62

106.00

Connecticut Regional Service Committee
Treasurefs Report Schedule tnformation
February 15,Z0Z0 -March 20,2AZA
SCHEDULE BALANCE INFORMATION
OPENING BALANCE:
JRANSFERS FROM SUB COMMITTELE
tNCoME (CASH PLUS TRANSFERS

IqI4

SCHEDULE INCOME INFORMATION

$

4,847.00

SCHEDULE EXPEI{SE Ifi,IFCIRMATION

HITCHCOCK PRINTING

Connecticut Regional Public Relations Committee
March 2020
The Connecticut Regional PR Committee met on March 11, 2020 with 4 out of 9 areas
represented (GWA, MSUA, TVA, USA). Vice-Chair and Secretary are out to the Fellowship.
In the Areas… GDA will be meeting monthly again. GWA did the ad on pharmacy bags and
moved the meeting. MSUA planned a poster drive and also a learning day breakfast for PR
week. SFCA scheduled another poster drive and will begin a regular presentation at a facility.
TVA got their bracelets, planned a poster drive, and a table at an opioid rally. USA will be doing
a poster drive in conjunction with Activities.
We used 415 minutes last month and there were 2 calls to the professional line. The issues with
the phoneline meeting search were resolved. Also, Adam showed a demonstration of using Yap
for helpline/volunteer routing.
There was an email from a professional in Old Lyme. Her agency will be doing an event for
young adults and they would like NA to come and bring a speaker. There was also an email
from a bus advertisement salesperson about us putting ads on buses. The information was
distributed.
We discussed World PR Week (June 1-7 this year) and each area is going to do their own thing.
We did decide to possibly have a single flyer with all Area PR Week events though. And we’re
still in need of contacting the New England Regional PR committee regarding collaborating on
Conferences held in Massachusetts.
I received a couple of phone calls from our Regional H&I chair (Mark) and Fellowship
Development Ad Hoc chair (Marc) about the possibility of having a town hall type event with
DOC counselors and Adult Probation officers. The PR committee is completely on board with
that type of event. The plan was for Mark, Marc, and I to meet and discuss this but due to the
current health crisis we haven’t had the opportunity and, at the time of writing this report, I
owe Marc a return call.
I was informed that one of the Regional Managers of Adult Probation wanted to discuss putting
our schedules in all of the probation offices across her region and maybe the whole state. I
called her and left a message but haven’t heard back yet. Again, due to the current situation, I
haven’t had the opportunity to call again.
Our next Regional PR Committee meeting is scheduled for April 8, 2020 at 7:00pm at Trinity
Church (Brownstone), 345 Main St., Portland, CT 06480. More will be revealed on that…
whether we cancel the meeting or hold it via web conferencing technology.
In service,
Adam H.
Connecticut Regional PR Committee
pr@ctna.org

NA – WSR (Writing Steps for Recovery)
P.O. Box 1541
Middletown, CT 06457-1541
Location: Holy Trinity Church, 381 Main St., Middletown, CT
Date: Monday, 2-17-2020 @ 7:00 pm
•

Trusted Servants:
o Co-Chair: Michael C
o Co-Chair: Sue S
o Men Step Writer & Out of State Coordinator: Laura Beth C
o Women Step Writer Coordinator: Joe G
o Postal Coordinator: Jim K
o Recording Secretary position: OTF

•

Meeting opened by Sue S with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer

•

The 12 Traditions: Read by Jim

•

The 12 Concepts: Read by Joe G

•

Last Month’s Minutes were read by Sue S

•

Men Step Writer: Laura Beth C reported (via text message) 2 new, 0 continuing, 0 out of state.

•

Women Step Writer: Joe G reported: 2 new, 3 continuing. Both new have been assigned to step
writers.

•

Postal Coordinator: Jim K reported receiving 7 letter women’s letters and 20 men’s letters in the
last 2 months. All letters were forwarded to the Joe and Laura Beth.

•

Old business:
o None

•

New Business:
o

Joe G signed up 1 new step writer since last meeting

o Jim K attended Region on 2/15/20 @ 2:00.

o Michael C made a motion that other WSR trusted servants be allowed to attend Region. The intent
is to ensure consistent representation by a WSR trusted servant at the Regional monthly meeting.
The motion was voted on and passed.

•

Next Regional meeting is March 21st at 2:00 At Middlesex Hospital, 28 Crescent St, Middletown, CT 06457 In Bangtson-Wood Building Across from the Main Entrance

•

Meeting closed in usual manner.

•

Attendance: Sue S, Joe G, Michael C & Jim K

In Loving Service, Sue S

NA – WSR (Writing Steps for Recovery)
P.O. Box 1541
Middletown, CT 06457-1541
Location: Online Zoom Meeting
Date: Monday, 3-16-2020 @ 7:00 pm
•

Meeting opened by Sue S with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer

•

The 12 Traditions: Read by Sue S

•

The 12 Concepts: Read by Sue S

•

Last Month’s Minutes were read by Sue S

•

Trusted Servant Positions:
o Co-Chair: Michael C
o Co-Chair: Sue S
o Men Step Writer & Out of State Coordinator: Laura Beth C
o Women Step Writer Coordinator: Joe G
o Postal Coordinator: Jim K
o Recording Secretary position: OTF

•

Men Step Writer: Laura Beth C reported (via text message) 4 new, 7 continuing, 4 out of state.

•

Women Step Writer: Joe G reported: 1 new, 5 continuing. The new step writer has been assigned to step writer.

•

Postal Coordinator: Since our last WSR meeting, Jim K reported receiving 7 women’s letters
and 21 men’s letters. All letters were forwarded to the Joe G and Laura Beth C.

•

Old business:
o It was voted in by committee at February’s meeting that any WSR trusted servants be allowed to attend Region. The intent is to ensure consistent representation by a WSR trusted servant at the Regional monthly meeting. Andrew S indicated he will bring this up for
discussion at the next Region meeting.

•

New Business:
o None

•

Next WSR meeting is Monday, 4/20/20 at 7:00 pm. We will determine, based on the virus crisis, whether
it is necessary to do an online Zoom meeting again.

•

Next Regional meeting is up in the air. Andrew S indicated he will reach out to RCM’s and will
let us know how the next Regional meeting will be handled.

•

Meeting closed in usual manner.

•

Attendance: Sue S, Michael C, Jim K & Andrew S

In Loving Service, Sue S

CTRSC H&I Report March 2020

We met on Wednesday, March 4, 2020. Meeting opened at 7:32 PM, with a moment a silence followed by the
serenity prayer. The N. A. Service Prayer, the Twelve Traditions and the Twelve Concepts of Service were
read. There were 8 of 9 areas represented. All Administrative positions gave their reports.
The agenda list and attendance sheets were passed around. There were 8 of 9 areas represented. MSU was
absent.
New members: John K. SFCA Vice-chair. Area reports were given. Whaley Ave jail still remains problematic.
Sean O and Mike P. (GNHA chair) were scheduled to have a meeting with the addiction services
representative, but Whalley Ave cancelled it at the last minute. They continue to try and reach out to Whalley
and bring meetings into the facility. Still no chair representing MSU. It was mentioned that they may have a
new chair, but no show at regional meeting.
Mark T. (Chair) – Discussed he and Eric have keys to the church. He attended region and received new check
for church. Rent is paid for the remainder of the year. Mark spoke with Adam – Regional PR chair. Asked when
last time PR has been in facilities educating them on H & I. Counselor for prisons in GHA discussed educating a
large group of counselors from all correctional facilities in CT. Recommend doing a three hour time slot on a
week day. Recommend working with PR for the presentation. John K. suggested having counselors and
someone at the highest level possible – maybe someone from the commissioner’s office. Mark stated he is
communicating with a high level employee. Mark will get a date and contact PR and H & I to coordinate.
Will vote on style, color and design of H & I t-shirts at April meeting.
Motion to close made by John. Second Motion by was made by all.
Meeting closed in the usual manner @ 9:30 PM.
Next meeting on Wednesday, April 1st, 2020 @ 7:30 PM, in Newington @ Grace Episcopal Church, 124 Maple
Hill Ave. Newington, CT.
In Loving Service,
Mark T
Mark T.

Torchlight Graphics LLC
10 West Main Street
Plainville, Connecticut 06062
United States
860-479-5166
torchlightpromo.com

Invoice

Invoice Number: 6725

BILL TO
Narcotics Anonymous Hospitals &
Institutions
Dee Beauvais

Invoice Date: March 4, 2020
Payment Due: March 16, 2020
Amount Due (USD): $1,130.00

dbeau33@gmail.com

Pay Securely Online
Product/Service

Quantity

Price

Amount

Tshirt
2000 - Color TBD
5-M

5

$6.00

$30.00

Tshirt
2000 - Color TBD
10-L

10

$6.00

$60.00

Tshirt
2000 - Color TBD
10-XL

10

$6.00

$60.00

Tshirt
2000 - Color TBD
10-2XL

10

$8.00

$80.00

Tshirt
2000 - Color TBD
5-3XL

5

$8.00

$40.00

Zip Hood
Zip Hood - Color TBD
8-L

8

$26.00

$208.00
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Torchlight Graphics LLC
10 West Main Street
Plainville, Connecticut 06062
United States
860-479-5166
torchlightpromo.com

Invoice

Product/Service

Quantity

Price

Amount

Zip Hood
Zip HHod - Color TBD
8-XL

8

$26.00

$208.00

Zip Hood
Zip Hood - Color TBD
8-2XL

8

$28.00

$224.00

Zip Hood
Zip Hood - Color TBD
4-3XL

4

$28.00

$112.00

Zip Hood
Zip Hood - Color TBD
2-2XL

2

$28.00

$56.00

Zip Hood
Zip Hood - Color TBD
1-L

1

$26.00

$26.00

Zip Hood
Zip Hood - Color TBD
1-XL

1

$26.00

$26.00
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Torchlight Graphics LLC
10 West Main Street
Plainville, Connecticut 06062
United States
860-479-5166
torchlightpromo.com

Invoice

Total:

$1,130.00

Amount Due (USD):

$1,130.00

Pay this invoice online at:
link.waveapps.com/zptn9w-u9uwet

Notes
Thank you for your business!
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MARCH 2020
BOD REPORT
1. 12 VOTING MEMBERS WERE PRESENT
2. JANUARY MINUTES WERE READ AND ACCEPTED
3.
4.
5.
6.

NEW BOARD MEMBER FOR THE GREATER WATERBURY AREA: KAYLA H. VOTED ONTO THE BOARD
CONVENTION CHAIR, VICE CHAIR, TREASURE AND SECRETARY WERE VOTED IN CONFIDENCE TO THEIR
2021 POSITIONS
ALL 2020 CONVENTION EXPENSES HAVE BEEN PAID. WORKING ON FINAL ACCOUNTING REPORT DUE
IN APRIL 2020
LENGTHY CONVERSATION ON THE PROBABILITIES TO THE EFFECTS OF THE CORONA VIRUS ON THE 2021
CONVENTION. 2019 SITE SELECTION COMMITTEE WAS TASKED WITH AMEDING THE UNSIGNED 2021
CONVENTION CONTRACT WITH THE MYSTIC MARRIOTT.

NEXT MEETING SCHEDULED FOR APRIL 19TH 2020.

ILS,
HOWARD T., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

March 2020 Webservant & Alt. Webservant Report
To start things off, I want to give a huge shoutout to all the members of CTNA for doing their
best in spreading all the news of meeting closures and helping Billy and I keep up with all the
closures across the state.
We have a post on the website that is listing all of the closed meetings. While working with
some of the developers of the BMLT we were able to help create a utility that allows us to
unpublish meetings from the meeting search (so they do not appear when addicts search or call
in) and to display them all on the closures page. While this was a practical solution a week ago,
now with the recent developments, there are a lot more closures than previously anticipated.
We also are aware that a lot of homegroups in the state have turned to Zoom to run their
meetings. In an effort to spread awareness about this, we are working on a solution for
re-publishing these meetings as online meetings and displaying the link and phone number to
each groups’ Zoom meeting.
There are a few things that came up over the course of the week that we believe need to be
addressed by the region and taken into serious consideration.
The first thing I would like to bring up is the social media policy that is in place. We are all aware
that social media (facebook, twitter, etc.) are the most used forms of communication today. We
have noticed over the course of the last couple of weeks that a lot of information about meeting
closures has been posted on facebook. More meeting closures were announced on various
facebook groups that were submitted to the website. The amount of participation in these
groups is like nothing any of us have seen before, well more than we get in person or by email.
We would like to put in a motion to remove the social media policy. Honestly, over the last week
we have both participated in these groups helping to direct people how to handle dealing with
the meeting closures and helping to familiarize people with other options. We would like to ask
that the RSC put a temporary 6 month lift on this policy to let us (all members of the RSC) to
better help the groups and areas without any fear of retribution.
Second, due to the popularity, we would like to institute a RSC sanctioned Facebook page
which is read only and is moderated by the webservant team. This way a trusted servant of the
RSC would remain in control of what is shared on the page. We feel that this would be a better
way to obtain and spread information about regional activities, events, and general NA related
news. There is the anonymity factor that I am sure that some people here are concerned with,
and following the page would be completely voluntary. I know we are always looking for more
efficient and effective ways to get members involved in NA, and we strongly feel this is the right
step to take.

The last thing that we would like to bring up to the region is that in light of everything that is
going on, we have seen some cases where members are still conducting in-person meetings.
The concern that we have is that we have no real policy on what constitutes a new meeting. So
in theory, anyone can just submit a new meeting submission and they would be listed
regardless if they only met one time then disbanded. In this case, we have the potential to not
know and in which case, the meeting would stay active on the meeting list. We would like the
Regions direction on how to handle this situation if it was to arise.
Again, both Billy and myself would like to thank everyone for helping us and each other through
this chaos.
In service,
Garrett W. Alt. Webservant
Billy W. Webservant

Strategic Panning workgroup
Fellowship Development Sub Committee
We met February 20th at 700pm at the Portland Senior Center located on Waverly Ave in Portland just
off main street.
The meeting opened with a moment of silence followed by the serenity prayer.
There were 4 addicts in attendance.
We discussed the RSC requests with regard to a name change ‘Motion #7 to the Fellowship
Development Sub Committee “FDSC” and have submitted our committee’s purpose/guidelines as
requested at the last RSC meeting reference “Motion #8.” Along with our annual budget. We are excited
to move forward with continued support to the region and its groups as a newly established
subcommittee of the CTRSC.
We are continuing to receive and review survey data responses from our members. Views with regards
to service bodies and whether individuals view them as organized and the responses are mixed trending
from a neutral to disagree. Overall there doesn’t seem to be a generalized negative response to service
work however the neutral responses with regard to whether these meetings are organized and or
complicated continue to indicate that we need to be mindful on how we can improve in these areas to
attract more people into service.
The FDSC, H&I, and PR committees are working together to host a Ct Regional assemble in the next few
months with DOC, Parole and the court systems to educate and inform the bodies of who we are, what
we offer and how we can help these institutions take advantage of NA. I have spoken to the PR Chair,
the H&I chair and we have been in contact with DOC and the offices of Parole. These agencies are
excited and committed to this assembly and we would like to move forward with our planning efforts
with the CTRSC support.
Our monthly meeting time has changed and is now the third Thursday of each month at 7 pm Portland
Senior Center at 7pm. It has as well been updated on the regional calendar.
As we all make necessary changes to prevent the spread of the virus and to keep our members safe we
will be meeting via Zoom and gladly welcome member participation. If you wish to participate please
forward me your email address to lapidusmb@gmail.com and I will be happy to send you the link for
next month’s meeting should we again be using zoom.
Be safe everyone!
Meeting closed in the usual manner.
In Loving Service,
Marc L – FDSC Coordinator

FELLOWSHIP DEVELOPMENT SUB - COMMITTEE BUDGET 2020-2021
2019-2020
Budget

2019-2020
Actual

2020-2021
Budget

Rent

$300

$300

$300

Copies

$0

$0

$150

World Sponsorship
Day Event
Regional Assembly
Biennially
Future Projects

$0

$0

$500

$0

$0

$240

$0

$0

$260

Total

$300

$300

$1450

Note:
The WSD event will be hosted Dec 1st annually by the Region and celebrated in accordance with the WSD
day.
The CT Regional assembly with meet every two years mirroring the CAR report and may be used for one
regional CAR workshop or another project based workshop.
Future projects involving a symposium of FDSC, H&I, PR committees with DOC counselors/staff, Court
systems, law enforcement agencies, recovery centers on who we are, what we offer and how we can
make a difference.

CONNECTICUT REGION

FELLOWSHIP DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE GUIDELINES
Our Vision & Purpose
The “Fellowship Development Sub-Committee” later referred to as the (“FDSC”) is here to support
and to work in conjunction with the CTRSC and its Subcommittees. To increase communication
and functionality within the Connecticut Regional service structure by connecting members with
strong service skills and experience in various service functions to local NA communities within
the RSC.
Projects may be initiated by the RCM’s at the CTRSC or by the FDSC itself and implemented with
the approval of the RCM’s at the CTRSC.
Suggested General Service Criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

FDSC Coordinator or Chair is required to have Five years minimum clean time.
Time and ability to fulfill the tasks that fall within the FDSC responsibilities
A working knowledge of the 12 steps, 12 traditions and 12 concepts of NA service.
Commitment to serve the full-term length of one year.
Availability to attend all RSC meetings.
Availability to attend Subcommittee meetings that the FDSC is working with to achieve its
current project goals.

Roles and Responsibilities of FDSC
•
•
•
•

The FDSC is a stand-alone committee, accountable to the Connecticut RSC.
In addition to its own workshops, the FDSC may collaborate with the nine (9) Areas within
the Connecticut RSC to plan and facilitate workshops at the request of the RSC and the
Area service bodies.
The FDSC reports its activities to the Connecticut RSC.
The FDSC will organize and facilitate the annual World Sponsorship Day hosted by the
CTRNA.

Budget:
•

The FDSC budget will be submitted annually along with the other Subcomittee Budgets.

Subcommittee Operations
•
•

FDSC meets monthly
FDSC Meeting Agenda Includes
o Reports on ongoing and completed Tasks
o Submission and evaluation of new Task requests
o Preparation of FDSC reports to RSC

THE HISTORY OF CONNECTICUT NA PROJECT REPORT

March 20th, 2020
Nothing has been done since the last report. Actually, that’s not correct, we have contacted
other people from early NA and have received confirmation that they would be willing to speak
with us. Unfortunately, the outbreak of the Covid-19 virus has placed everything on hold until
we can determine next best steps. We feel this may be a good time to do interviews since
people will be housebound (hopefully). Once it is determined the measures that will be in place
as far as travel and social distancing are concerned we will formulate a plane and attempt to
move forward.
ILS
Alex W.

DANBURY AREA
RCM REPORT
Name: Michael A
Area: Greater Danbury
Positions OTF:
VICE CHAIR
TREASURE
LITERATURE CHAIR
ALTERNATE RCM
H & I CHAIR
Activities/Events:
Nothing currently planned.
Fund Flow: $ 0.00
Area Concerns:
Due to the Corona virus 5 of our 7 meetings have been suspended until further notice. Effecting
our ability to carry the NA message and our basket collections as well as our subcommittee's
ability to function.
Thank you,
In Loving Service,
GDA RCM,
Michael A.

March 2020 Regional Delegate Report
NAWS
NAWS Statement on COVID-19. Attached is Statement received from NAWS. (Attachment #1).
The Statements opens with the following:
We have had many inquiries and questions about health concerns regarding the
coronavirus (COVID-19). While it is not our role to make statements regarding
health issues, we encourage NA groups to discuss the situations you are facing
and the options you have to provide safe environments for those who attend
your meetings. Groups may want to consider asking members to temporarily
stop some of the common practices found at NA meetings such as hugging or
shaking hands or offering refreshments. You may also want to consider
alternatives to “circling up” at the end of the meeting.
In the off-chance there are still in-person meeting taking place, I would urge the RCMs to email
NAWS’ entire Statement to all GSRs.
World Service Conference. I received another Statement from NAWS indicating that the World
Service Conference will not be held next month. (See Attachment #2). The online poll was
conducted and the majority of the Conference Participants voted to keep the next meeting date of
March 28, 2020.
Legal Petition. On Wednesday, March 11th I emailed to all RSC Members a copy of the Legal
Petition that was filed and NAWS’ Response.

NORTHEAST ZONAL FORUM
I participated on the Zoom Meeting for the Northeast Zonal Forum on February 23, 2020. There
were 9 of the 12 Member Regions present at the start and eventually 10 Member Regions were
present thereafter. The following is a summary of the decisions made:
❖ Proposal #1 - That the NEZF submit a New Business Proposal at the 2020 World Service
Conference. - 7 Yes – 0 No – 2 Abstentions – Passed
❖ Proposal #2 – EZF formerly adopt having Fellowship Development - 6 Yes – 1 No – 2
Abstentions – Passed
❖ Proposal #2A – 2D: - 5 Yes – 1 No – 3 Abstentions – Postponed to April Meeting
▪

To adopt the NEZF Fellowship Development (FD) Ad Hoc Strategic Plan;

▪

To create an FD Subcommittee at the NEZF directly accountable to the NEZF body;

▪

To add [proposed] language to ‘Section 5: Trusted Servants’ of the NEZF
Guidelines; and

▪

To include the balance of the proposed NEZF FD Subcommittee guidelines as an
Appendix to the NEZF Guidelines.

Proposal #3 - That the NEZF create Zonal Representative positions. - 4 Yes – 4 No – 2
abstentions – Postponed to April Meeting
NEZF Public Relations Guidelines – 8 Yes – 0 No – 2 Abstentions – Approved
Elections: Public Relations Chair - Postponed to April meeting to give more members an
opportunity to be considered.
NEZF World Service Conference Video – The final video was reviewed and, with the exception
of a few corrections, the Member Regions voted: 7 Yes – 1 No – 1 Abstention – Approved
For the complete Minutes from this meeting, go to the NEZF website at: www.nezf.org.

CONNECTICUT REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE
Conference Agenda Report Tally Sheets. To date, I have received very few CAR Tally Sheets.
Do any RCMs have Tally Sheets? During the next Conference Participant meeting there will be a
discussion on voting on the CAR and CAT Motions online.
RSC Conference Agenda Report Survey Vote. I have tallied the RSC Members’ selections on
the Conference Agenda Report Survey. (See Attachment #3). We will need to further vote on a
couple of the survey sections.

Privileged to Serve
Troy B., Regional Delegate

ATTACHMENT #1

NA World Services Statement Regarding Coronavirus
We have had many inquiries and questions about health concerns regarding the coronavirus
(COVID-19). While it is not our role to make statements regarding health issues, we encourage
NA groups to discuss the situations you are facing and the options you have to provide safe
environments for those who attend your meetings. Groups may want to consider asking
members to temporarily stop some of the common practices found at NA meetings such as
hugging or shaking hands, or offering refreshments. You may also want to consider
alternatives to “circling up” at the end of the meeting.
Some groups are discussing contingencies for the possibility that they will not be able to meet
face to face for some period; ideas include hosting phone meetings or online meetings. These are
just a few thoughts; we honor each NA group’s responsibility to discuss and determine what is
best for their meeting.
You may want to contact your national or local public health agencies for specific guidance
regarding meetings and gatherings. We are aware of the guidelines and recommendations provided
by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), https://www.cdc.gov/ and there are similar agencies in
countries outside of the USA. The World Health Organization (WHO) may also be a resource
https://www.who.int/.
If you are seeking information about specific local NA events or meetings, please contact the
service committee responsible for hosting that event or meeting, or visit their local NA website.
We have heard that some events and meetings have been affected by mandated closures, but we
do not maintain a list of those and we are not the best resource for current information for local
events and meetings. On our Find a Meeting webpage, local websites are listed in the window on
the top left side of the page: https://www.na.org/meetingsearch/
We are hopeful that NA members and groups can continue to provide support for one another
as we move through this current situation, and we will update this information as necessary in the
coming weeks. You have our best wishes.
Don’t forget to fill out your CAR survey before the 1 April deadline: www.na.org/survey

ATTACHMENT #2

Hello Conference participants,
This is an email that many of you have been waiting for. The Board met online today and decided
it is not practical or responsible to try to hold the WSC in person at the end of April. We have
already had 25 cancellations from participants, and many of our Board members are finding travel
increasingly difficult or impossible. One Board member was in quarantine after our last Board
meeting (he is out of quarantine and fine now). Another has been unable to return home because
all flights into his country have been cancelled. The CDC has recommended gatherings of more
than 50 be cancelled for the next eight weeks. In sum, given the increasing challenges for travelers
and the mandated and suggested meeting limitations, a face-to-face international meeting doesn’t
seem possible at present.
The Board is recommending that we move forward with virtualizing WSC 2020 for the most urgent
business. Obviously, the decision is ultimately up to Conference participants. We would like to
focus the next Conference participants web meeting on the subject so that we can decide together
as Conference participants how to proceed. The Board is trying to obtain information and develop
alternative possibilities as quickly as possible, and we will have more information for the next CP
web meeting. We are trying to bring all Conference participants together for this web meeting,
regardless of the language they speak.
In the meantime, we will be sending out a poll via email titled Virtual WSC 2020 to get a pulse
on a couple of questions. We are asking for your input by Wednesday. This is not a decision,
just a poll so that we can have a sense of your thoughts and better frame the web meeting. It will
also allow us to test our polling software.
We are asking in the poll:
1. Should we stick with the 28 March CP web meeting date, or move the CP web meeting
to this Saturday, 21 March?
2. Do you support virtualizing WSC 2020 for the most urgent business? In our minds,
that means:
• CAR –related discussion and decisions
• CAT-related discussions and decisions, including budget discussions and framing
projects and any other next steps based in some part on the CAR survey results
• NAWS report
• Elections and HRP report
We would also like to find a way to accomplish some of the other discussions and presentations
we had planned such as PR and FD for 2018-2020 and Planning for the Future.
We can discuss the possibility about a future face-to-face meeting at the end of the virtual WSC
2020 meeting. We don’t feel we have enough information to make a recommendation about that
now.

Because of the limitations of the polling software, we cannot ask for general comments through
the polling email. We do welcome your thoughts. If you have other ideas about what needs to be
done or thoughts on virtualizing the WSC, please email worldboard@na.org.
These are extraordinary times, and we are grateful to serve NA side by side with you all. Again,
please respond to the electronic poll that will come to each RD or ZD with the title Virtual
WSC 2020 from email address WSC2020@simplyvoting.com.

ATTACHMENT #3

RSC CAR SURVEY RESULTS
NEW RECOVERY LITERATURE (CHOOSE UP TO 3)
Literature to support Step work
Step working booklet focused mainly on Steps 1 – 3 aimed primarily at new members
and those in treatment and drug courts
Literature exploring specific spiritual principles

5

List and definition of spiritual principles
The spiritual benefits of service

5
6

REVISIONS TO EXISTING RECOVERY LITERATURE (CHOOSE UP TO 2)
Revise an existing piece of NA literature
Revise the Sponsorship book
Revise IP #6 Recovery and Relapse
Revise IP #7 An I an Addict?
No revisions

3
3
3
3

There were 11 pieces of literature to choose from. In our vote, 4 topics received 3 votes each. We will
need to vote again to determine which 2 of these 4 topics gets the most votes.

SERVICE MATERIAL (CHOOSE UP TO 4)
Service materials to support individuals’ efforts
Carry the NA message effectively
How to be a trusted servant in NA
NA Services 101

9
4

What is NA World Services and how does it work
Description of service commitments at areas and regions

5
4

ISSUE DISCUSSION TOPICS (CHOOSE UP TO 4)
IDTs for 2020 – 2022 cycle
DRT/MAT as it relates to NA – what do we want to say in a piece of NA literature?
The importance of our Traditions to NA

8
6

Dealing with disruptive and predatory behavior
Getting youth and newcomers involved
Becoming a better sponsor
Leadership in NA
Building our unity while respecting our differences
Retaining members in NA

3
3
3
3
3
3

There were 24 Issue Discussion Topics to choose from. In our vote, only 2 topics rose to the top and 6
topics received 3 votes each. We will need to vote again to determine which 2 of these 6 topics gets the
most votes.

QUESTIONS TO HELP FRAM WSC DISCUSSIONS
1. Should Fellowship-approved material be limited to items that address personal recovery and/or establish
fundamental NA philosophy and policies? Currently, Fellowship-approved material includes some items
that are addressed to members but are not directly about personal recovery, such as IP #15 PI and the
NA Member and IP #20 H&I Service and the NA Member, as well as items that are addressed to groups
or service bodies, such as IP #2 The Group and IP #26 Accessibility for Those with Additional Needs.
Vote Yes – 2

No - 7

2. Do you support updating at least one IP per Conference cycle?
Vote Yes – 10

No - 0

3. A relatively small number of groups stock service pamphlets or group-related tools. Do you believe this
is due to: (choose all that apply)
Costs – 6 votes
Awareness – 5 votes
Fitting into a literature rack – 2 votes
The designation on the front cover that these are not to be read in a meeting – 1 vote
Other: - 0 Comments
4. What other ideas do you have for getting approved service materials to groups and members more
easily?
➢ This is a digital age – need more accessibility online so some stuff can be printed off.
➢ To many to choose from! Put all IPs in one spiral bound notebook (alloes for easy updates).
➢ Maybe create a variety pack you can order. Like 25 of the top 5 most popular IPs or a starter
pack.
➢ A workshop stressing the importance of these materials.
➢ Send one of each to groups purchasing literature free. One time for each group so they can
see them without taking away from limited funds.
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